
ESMHA Executive Meeting Minutes
January 18th

Start time 7:00 pm
Platform: In-Person

Minutes Taken By: Ashley Halloran

Item Discussion Action

Attendance Paul, Chelsea, Becky, Joel, Adam,
Ashley, Rod, Danielle, Shannon,
Laura,

Minutes Approval of August, September
minutes at last meeting but not
documented.

Motion to Approve past minutes from
August, September and October.

Seconded by Adam Jennex
All in favor

Central Minor
Update

Two rounds of playoffs

Provincial Feb 13-19. Home games
could be anywhere. Single elimination
Whoever wins this will be the South
Conference champion for central
minor.

After Feb 20th, league playoff starts,
full round robin.

Tournament of Champions format is
not fully decided yet

Dartmouth Rec End of February begins
Lots of games and be prepared to
play.

Let Gina know about tournaments to
try to avoid conflicts with playoffs.

Ice Practices for regular season are
finished Feb 20th
Game schedule takes priority for
playdowns and playoffs as they are
more important than practices. Pay
attention to online schedule



Timbit Jamboree Registration closes at the end of
January. Committee is meeting Friday
to discuss details. There is a list of
parents who are willing to volunteer.
There are 30 teams as of tonight.

ESMHA
Tournament

Nataline and Gina are on the
committee. Lots of interest. Meeting
this Sunday with the committee to
get things going. Ann Bennett was
involved with this.

This is an invite tournament to ensure
it is a competitive tournament.

U11C level

Signs in Rink There are bristol board signs in the
rink.

It would be nice if we could get
actual signs made.

There could be rules for the rink,
rules about how to speak to officials

Examples were given. Lots of great
ways to state the points.

All in favor to motion the signs

Shannon will send
what we want to
Adam Jennex. He
will order.

We will need a
quote for these.

Bottom of sign
needs to have
Eastern Shore Minor
Hockey

Coaches
Appreciation
Weekend

Each team made a poster for their
coaches. Thanks to the coaches.
Teams can do their own gifts if
wanted.

Challenging all teams to participate

Use the players spotlight template as
a coaches template for all teams to
fill out.

Shannon will
organize. Ashley will
reach out to
managers.

Round Table Mariners Month- Hard month to have
it. People are busy and schedules are
full. Next year, we will do this in
January. Exhibition Day for all top
teams for Mariner’s Month.



Scheduling- Could this be a paid
position like the RIC?

Intro to Hockey-Showcase here on
Saturday.

Female Mariners Day- February 5th-
58 females this year

Power skating camps came out and
only six participants.

Checking clinic is going forward by
Becky

Coaches game series happening now
Monday nights at 9pm.

Rink: The rink canteen is often
closed, bathrooms often have no soap
or paper, the signs, pop machines
aren't working. This does not look
good for our association. Meeting
with the community center and
hockey association needed.


